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Framework Introduction 
The purpose of this Joiner, Mover Leaver (JML) reference framework it to establish a baseline understanding 
of the foundational module features of the RSA Identity Governance & Lifecycle (RSA IG&L) Platform, and how 
they relate to common JML use cases. 
 
This document is part of a series of playbooks that provide a cohesive understanding and fundamental picture 
of the RSA IG&L modules with regards to Joiner, Mover and Leaver (JML) use cases. It is intended to outline 
the baseline of what is considered within the product capabilities and boundaries, so as conversations occur 
with others there is a common framework/understanding of recommended practices and product limitations.   
If there are use cases/items that are not represented within this series of playbooks, there should be further 
investigation to understand if there is alignment with the current product functionality or if the requirement is 
outside the bounds of the standard product offering.  
 
This document will not contain ALL the potential combinations of what the solution can offer (as customers 
may implement a similar feature but address a slightly different use case based on their line of business), but 
is intended to cover the salient points of the offering to provide guidance. 
 
More recommended practices and blueprints can be found on RSA Link or by following these two links: 
www.rsa.com/iamrecommendedpractices 
www.rsa.com/iamblueprints 

Audience  
The intended audience and the scope for this JML playbook is published for anyone tasked with implementing 
or demonstrating the RSA IG&L platform’s ability to handle common JML use cases.  Data sets collected from 
various types of target sources form the foundational data model that the product functionality, modules and 
use case solutions depend on.   
 
This playbook will focus primarily on common use case solutions at the two base levels of complexity using: 

• Identity	information	
• Custom	Attributes	
• Rules	
• Notifications	
• Reviews	
• Account	Templates	
• Basic	Workflows	
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What this is NOT 
This document does not detail out every possible way to solution JML use case scenarios.  
The goal is to give the end-user the knowledge of overall product functionality to handle the most common 
JML use cases at the basic complexity levels and build the foundational elements to tackle more advanced use 
cases. 

• This	is	not	a	replacement	for	the	core	product	documentation,	which	should	be	a	supplemental	
reading	necessary	for	the	actual	configurations	of	the	product	required.	

• This	is	not	an	implementation	or	set-up	manual	implemented	in	the	field;	those	are	managed	and	
maintained	by	the	Professional	Services	Organization.	

• This	is	not	a	training/hands	on	manual	–	education	services	have	corresponding	courses	and	lab	
exercises	for	users	who	are	installing	/	configuring	the	solution.	

Preliminary Training / Materials  
• RSA	Identity	Governance	and	Lifecycle	Foundation	training	
• RSA	Identity	Governance	and	Lifecycle	Admin	Training.			

If	these	courses	have	not	been	taken,	complete	before	reading	further.	

Prerequisites  

Domain  
To configure JML solutions, an understanding of the most common systems involved in IAM deployments 
(Active Directory, LDAPs, Databases, etc.) is required.  Much of the work around use case solutions involves 
understanding these targets, connecting to them, and bringing back the relevant data needed to trigger the 
solution events. 
From a general Identity and Access Management (IAM) perspective, knowledge of the common structure of 
the customer’s user identity information, accounts and their application to IAM business processes is required.  
The audience of this playbook should have an understanding of the data requirements and/or impacts of 
collected information in processes like certifications, requests, provisioning, etc. relative to JML. 

Product  
A basic understanding of the product UI and various configuration screens are required.  Collections are the 
foundation of all other functionality within the platform and the assumption is that the audience of this 
playbook has attended foundations training and/or is comfortable navigating the product. 
 
This guide is based on version 7.0. As of version 7.0.2 the naming policy can be used for accounts that will be 
created when the “Entitlements Require Account” is ticket for that application. It is recommended that you 
use the naming policy when creating accounts. 
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Programming/Tools  
For building the various action items necessary, knowledge of SQL query development as well as experience 
with Active Directory attributes, search filters and queries may be required. 

The	following	tools	are	recommended:	
• Database	Querying	Tool	-	The	RSA	collectors	often	collect	data	from	CSV	extracts	and	JDBC-compliant	

databases,	therefore	a	database	query	tool	may	be	required	to	create	and	modify	SQL	to	view	and	
transform	the	customer’s	data.		SQuirreL	SQL	Client	is	an	excellent	freeware	application	that	allows	a	user	
to	view	the	structure,	browse	tables,	and	query	any	JDBC-compliant	database.		The	application	can	be	
downloaded	from	the	company’s	website	at	http://www.squirrelsql.org/#installation.	

• LDAP	Browser	-	Active	Directory	and	LDAP	platforms	are	often	the	authoritative	sources	of	customer	
information	containing	identity	attributes	and	access	entitlements.		Having	an	LDAP	browser	installed	will	
assist	with	viewing	these	sources.	

• SSH	Client	-	During	implementation	and	management	of	the	RSA	IAM	Platform,	access	to	the	server’s	
command	line	is	required	to	perform	server	tasks.		PuTTY	is	a	free	open	source	SSH	and	telnet	client	that	
allows	user	to	run	commands	against	the	RSA	IAM	Platform’s	servers.	

• SFTP	Client	-	During	implementation,	server	access	is	required	to	access	the	server’s	file	system.		WinSCP	
is	an	open	source	graphical	SFTP	client	for	Windows	that	allows	users	to	visually	see	the	directory	
structure	of	a	server	and	transfer	files	to	and	from	it.	

Additional Information / References  
 
The JML solutions documented in this playbook represent RSA Recommended Practices to address common 
use cases for JML (Joiner, Mover Leaver) scenarios in a consistent, supportable manner for quick time to value.   
It is based on a tier model of complexity and licensed modules. 
This document covers Phase 1. 
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Background 

Identity Collections 
Users are gathered into RSA IG&L using an Identity Data Collector (IDC).  These collectors gather information 
about people in the organization and their attributes from one or more sources.  The user object contains 
default and extended (custom) attributes.  The supervisor chain and other organizational data are constructed 
during collection.  
The addition and deletion of user records between collections and changes in user attribute values are what 
trigger JML solutions to start. Therefore, the identity collection must occur before any JML use cases can be 
addressed.  

Application/Target Accounts 
An account represents access into an application.  It does not define the privileges allowed; only that access 
into the application has been granted.  For the purposes of JML, accounts can be created, updated, disabled 
and/or deleted when a user record is seen, deleted, or its attributes have changed between collections. 

Application/Target Entitlements and Application Roles 
Application	Roles,	Resource-Action	Entitlements,	and	other	Roles	can	be	added,	deleted	etc.,	using	the	
same	methodology	above	when	a	user	record	is	seen,	deleted	or	its	attributes	have	changed	between	
collections.	
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Use Cases Overview 
Phase 1 – Beginner (this document) 

• Joiner	
o Manager	wants	to	know	who	joined	the	team	(report)	
o Manager	wants	to	review	access	of	people	who	joined	their	team	
o Manager	wants	to	assign	authorizations	based	on	other	people	in	his	team	(suggested	

entitlements)	
o Customer	wants	to	automatically	add	accounts	/	grant	basic	access	when	someone	joins	team	

(birthright	access)	
• Mover	

o Manager	wants	to	know	who	moved	team	(report)	
o Old	or	new	manager	want	to	review	access	of	people	who	moved	team	
o Manager	wants	to	temporarily	allow	old	access	for	knowledge	transfer	
o Old	and	new	manager	want	to	review	a	user	when	moved	

• Leaver	
o Admin	or	Manager	wants	to	know	who	left	the	team	(report)	
o Manager	wants	to	review	access	of	people	who	left	(termination)	
o Customer	wants	to	automatically	disable	personal	account	of	leaver	on	day	of	leaving	
o Manager	wants	to	see	who	has	not	logged	in	for	x	days	(report)	
o Manager	wants	to	see	when	a	user	contract	is	expiring	(report)	

 

Phase 2 – Intermediate (future document) 

• Joiner	
o Manager	wants	to	know	who’s	going	to	join	the	team	
o Manager	wants	to	add	accounts	/	grant	access	BEFORE	someone	joins	team	(accounts	

enabled)	
o Customer	wants	to	create	account	in	location	based	on	attribute	(location,	department,	cost	

center,	etc)	
o Customer	wants	to	handle	rehires,	contractor	to	permanent	(or	other	way	around)	
o Customer	wants	to	create	new	user	in	IG&L	and	assign	to	team	/	manager	
o Customer	wants	to	create	e-mail	address	/	mailbox	for	new	user	

• Mover	
o Customer	wants	to	move	Account:	when	user	is	transferred	
o Customer	wants	to	change	the	in	IG&L	created	users	(e.g.	manager,	department,	etc)	
o Security	want	to	undo	emergency	termination	of	a	user,	enabling	their	accounts	

• Leaver	
o Customer	wants	to	move	account:	when	user	is	terminated	
o Customer	wants	to	remove	access	of	leaver	after	x	days	
o Customer	wants	to	disable	accounts	that	haven’t	been	used	for	x	days	
o Manager	wants	to	terminate	an	in	IG&L	created	user	in	his	team	
o Security	wants	to	emergency	terminate	a	user,	disabling	their	accounts	
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Phase 3 – Advanced (future document) 

• Joiner	
o Manager	wants	to	add	accounts	/	grant	access	BEFORE	someone	joins	team	(accounts	

disabled).	Enable	accounts	on	start	date	
o Customer	wants	to	handle	rehires	(join,	leave	and	join	again)	that	get	their	old	ID	/	accounts	

back	
• Mover	

o Customer	wants	to	keep	default	access	(e-mail,	home	drive)	and	remove	all	manual	assigned	
authorizations		

• Leaver	
o Customer	wants	to	reassign	the	Service	Account	of	the	person	that	left	
o Customer	wants	to	reassign	ownership	(application,	role,	etc)	when	the	owner	leaves	
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Phase 1  

Overview 
Joiners - Basic (Reports, Notification, Birthright Access)  
The System detects a new user record by comparing to the last data collection.   

• Schedule	Reports	
• Send	an	Email	Notifications	
• Send	tasks	to	Supervisors	to	add	authorizations	
• Rules		
• AFX	Automation	provisioning	

 
Movers - Basic (Reports, Reviews, Access Request / Manager Approval)  
The system detects the user has moved by comparing attributes that have changed since the last collection. 
We must ‘tell’ RSA IG&L the user has moved by defining what attribute(s) constitutes a move for that 
customer:  (ex: department change, job code change, title change, supervisor, etc.) 
Some basic Change Request (CR) automation is invoked. 
 
Leavers – Basic (Reports, Notification, Disable / Delete Account) 
The	system	detects	a	user	has	left	by	comparing	the	current	identity	collection	to	the	last	identity	
collection	where	a	previous	user	is	no	longer	being	collected	or,	

The	System	can	detect	a	user	has	left	by	collecting	a	field	that	designates	the	user	is	terminated	and	
setting	the	Is_Terminated	field	to	1	(yes)	based	on	the	collected	field	value.	

• Reports		
• Notification	(via	a	rule)	
• Reviews	
• CR	opened	to	disable	account		
• CR	opened	to	delete	account	in	X	number	of	days	
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Joiners 

Use Case 1 – Manager wants to know who joined team 
Details: When a new user joins the company, this is detected and shown to the managers when thy login to 
the system 
 
How it works: A report has to be configured to check if there are new joiners over the last month. This report 
is then shown in a dashboard to the manager.  
 
Create a report based on the creation_date attribute. Select tabular report, give it a name and select “custom” 
as type. On the next tab provide the following query: 
(select FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, DEPARTMENT, Title from avuser.pv_users where creation_date between 
SYSDATE-30 AND SYSDATE and supervisor_id = :CurrentUserID) 
 
Next step is to setup a dashboard for managers so they can see who joined their team: 
Create a new “welcome dashboard” called new joiners. Enable the dashboard and add a dashboard 
component. This should be a report component and now select the above created report. In order to make 
sure only managers see this welcome dashboard set the user constraints. Select the “Is_Manager” attribute 
and make sure it equals to TRUE. 
 

Use Case 2 - Manager wants to review access of people who joined their team. 
Note:  This case is when a user joins the Manager’s team from another team.   
If this was truly a new user they would have no access to review at this stage. 

Create a Review with Supervisor as the Reviewer 
Create an Attribute Change Rule 
Set condition to ‘When change is detected for existing users’ 
Specify which user attributes constitute a transfer 
Set Action to generate the review 
Select the Review you created 
Optional – Create and schedule a report based on a custom attribute called transfer_date 

Use Case 3 - Manager wants to grant entitlements to users who join their team 
Details:		When	a	new	direct	report	is	detected	in	the	system,	the	customer	would	like	RSA	IG&L	to	notify	
the	Supervisors	and	have	them	designate	what	authorizations	should	be	granted	to	the	new	user	for	their	
job	function.	
	
How	it	works:	New	users	are	detected	in	an	Identity	collection	by	the	system,	(but	were	not	in	previous	
collection)	
This	triggers	the	Joiner	Provisioning	Rule	which	automatically	sends	a	task	to	the	Supervisor	with	
recommended	entitlements	to	grant	to	this	new	direct	report.		The	recommendations	are	based	on	what	
others	with	the	same	user	attribute	have	in	common	at	a	percentage	which	you	configure.	
	
Example	settings:			Set	the	user	attribute	to	be	department	with	a	percentage	of	80%.	
The	new	user’s	supervisor	will	get	a	task	to	view	system	recommended	entitlement	based	on	what	80%	
of	users	in	that	department	have.	
The	Supervisor	selects	what	they	want	to	grant	from	those	recommendations	and	CR’s	are	opened	for	the	
work	to	be	done.	
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If	configured,	the	Supervisor	can	also	select	arbitrary	entitlements	(outside	of	the	recommendations)	
If	configured,	the	Supervisor	can	review	a	“modeled	after	another	user”	approach.			
	
NOTE:	This	last	option	is	risky	from	an	audit	perspective	in	case	the	user	being	modeled	after	has	
“stacked”	(unnecessary)	entitlements	gathered	and	unmanaged	over	time.	
	
This	is	a	human	interactive	solution,	as	the	supervisor	has	to	make	choices	based	on	the	
recommendations.			
Once	they	have	selected	the	entitlements,	the	items	will	go	on	to	fulfillment	based	on	the	configuration	of	
your	workflow.	
			
This	works	best	for	customers	if	/when	they	have	any	‘stacked	entitlements’	already	cleaned	up	in	their	
environment.	
	
Prerequisites:	

• Identity	Collector	created	with	collected	users	
• Rules	Module	is	turned	ON	
• Joiner	Rule	Set	created	
• Provisioning	Joiner	/	Mover	Rule	created	
• Process	Schedule	/	Trigger	is	defined	for	individual	rules	

	
Rules	>	Configuration	>	Options:	Check	the	box	“Allow	scheduling/triggering	for	individual	rule”	

 

Create the Provisioning - Joiner Rule 
• Rules	>	Rule	Definition	
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• Name	the	Rule.			
o Example:		New	User	Onboarding	Rule	Suggested	Ents	
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Set the Entitlement Suggestion Model 

 
 

Use Case 4 - Customer wants RSA IG&L to automatically create the AD Account 
When a new direct report is detected in the system, the customer would like RSA IG&L to create Active Directory 
accounts automatically on the domain and add birthright group(s) without any human intervention. The rule used in this 
use case will trigger the action for any new user detected and no criteria (user attribute for employee/contractor 
identification) based decision can be taken with this use case. If you need to differentiate between different new users 
you need to look at using roles as in Phase 3 of the JML recommended practices. 
 
How it works: When new users are detected in an identity collection, the attribute change rule set to ‘when new users 
are detected’; ‘Add entitlement(s)’ triggers the process.    
When configured on the directory, the system knows that an entitlement cannot be assigned without an account.   
The system then looks at an Account Template and/or password policy to know how to configure the account in AD.   
The AFX AD connector is the vehicle that communicates with AD.  It uses the Create Account and Add Account To Group 
capabilities to define the attributes and parameters needed to complete the capability (verb).   
The information is carried to AD via an AFX Fulfillment Workflow. 
 
Prerequisites: 

• Identity	Collector	created	with	collected	users	
• Access	Request	Module	is	turned	on	
• AFX	module	is	turned	on	
• Rules	Module	is	turned	on	
• Joiner	Rule	Set	Created	
• Joiner	Rule	Created	using	Attribute	Change	Type	Rule	
• Process	Schedule	/	Trigger	is	defined	for	individual	rules	
• AD	Directory	created	with	an	AD	Account	Collector	
• An	Account	Template	is	configured	
• The	Directory	is	set	to	Require	Accounts	for	Entitlements	
• AFX	is	installed	and	running	
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• An	AD	connector	is	configured	
o Including	the	‘Create	Account’	and	‘Add	Account	To	Group’	Capabilities	

• A	Rule	processing	WF	is	configured	(to	bypass	approvals)	
• A	fulfillment	WF	is	configured	

Create an Attribute Change Rule 
1) Enable	the	Rules	Module	

a) Admin	>	System	
2) Set	the	Process	Schedule	/	Trigger	configuration	to	be	for	individual	rules	

a) Rules	>	Configuration	>	Options:	Check	the	box	“Allow	scheduling/triggering	for	individual	rule”	
3) Create	a	Rule	Set	called	“Joiners	Rule	Set”	

a) Rules	>	Rule	Sets	>	Create	Rule	Set	
4) Configure	an	Attribute	Change	Rule	to	detect	a	new	user	called	New	User	Onboarding	AFX	

a) Rules	>	Definitions	>	Create	Rule	Definition	
 
Conditions: 

• When	New	users	are	detected	 	
        
Actions:  

• Automatically	Create	CRs	
• Add	Selected	Entitlements	to	Involved	Users	

o Add	your	birthright	group(s)	where	it	says	“Select	entitlements	to	add”	
 
Process Schedule / Trigger 

• Set	to	Run	after	identity	collection	
Configuration: 
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Configure the checkbox “Entitlements Require Account” at the directory level. 
• Resources	>	Directories	>	AD	Test>	Requests	Tab	>	Account	Templates	section	

o This	tells	the	system	it	must	create	an	AD	account	before	it	can	add	the	group	membership(s)	
you	are	requesting	as	the	birthright	entitlement.	
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Associate	the	template	to	the	AD	Test	Directory.	
Resources	>	Directories	>	AD	Test	>	Account	Templates	Section	>	Edit	Associations	
	
Example	of	CR	showing	the	2nd	step	of	adding	the	new	account	to	the	Birthright	Group	
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Configure AD Connector 

	
  
If the customer does not have various containers for users set the default DN suffix here so the system knows where to 
create the accounts. 

Configure the ‘Create Account’ and ‘Add Account to AD Group capabilities on the Connector 
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For the userAccountControl parameter, we are setting this account to (PASSWORD_EXPIRED) at creation to have the 
password expired forcing the user to change it at 1st login. 
 
Bind the AFX Connector to the Active Directory Directory 
Resources > Directories > AD Test > AFX Connector Binding Tab 

 

Configure the e-mail templates 
When doing JML for AD the user needs to have a way of retrieving the random password that was set by the system. In 
order to do that we need to set the password available external e-mail event. The link where the user can retrieve his 
initial password will be send to the supervisor of the user so he/she can retrieve the password securely on behalf of the 
user. The user cannot retrieve the password himself because in order to do that he needs to logon to AD. 
 
How it works: The password available external e-mail event can be configured under Admin -> EMail -> Templates. Pick 
the PasswordAvailableExtEvent and modify it so it will send the link to the supervisor of the user and that the event is 
used for all password related activities. 
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Configure the authentication source 
In order for the PasswordAvailableExtEvent to trigger the AD has to be configured as the authentication source. If you 
don’t configure the AD as the authentication source the PasswordAvailableEvent will be triggered and in that case the 
password cannot be retrieved without logging in as that user. 
 
How it works: To configure AD as the authentication source go to Admin -> System -> Authentication. Create a new 
authentication source. Make sure you select the account collector from AD as the Associated Collector. 
 

 
 
And enter the correct domain 

Configure the password policy 
By configuring a password policy for AD passwords are generated adhering to the password policy of AD. When the 
account template is called during account creation a password is randomly generated based on the defined password 
policy for AD. 
 
How it works: The password policy can be configured under Requests -> Password Management -> Password Policies 
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After configuring the password policy this policy has to be assigned to the AD business source, go to Resources -> 
Directories -> AD Test -> Password Policy and select the password policy that is applicable for AD 

 
 

Workflows:  

Rules	Processing	Workflow	
Requests > Workflows > Request Workflows 
Create a new workflow by copying the “Delegated approvals with default” workflow 
 

 
 
Add a decision node.   
Set the condition to be true where the rule name contains AFX.   
(Make sure your rule names that you want to bypass approvals for contain “AFX” in the name). 
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Set the true path (No Approvals Required) to the approvals completed node.   
Set the false path (Needs Approval) to follow the rest of the workflow path. 
 

 
 
Requests > Workflows > Overview  
Assign the new workflow to rules violations: 
Requests created due to rule violations will be processed using this new workflow 
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Fulfillment Workflow 
You can use the default AFX fulfillment workflow. This workflow will handle the creation of the account, password set 
and assignment of the authorization. How it works pre version 7.0.2 is described in Appendix A: pre 7.0.2 configuration. 
 

Setup naming policy 
A naming policy is designed to be integrated into the request process. It defines how RSA G&L renders a unique user 
name, email address prefix, or account ID for example from values that have been stored on the user. 
 
Important: A naming policy construes a unique name as one that has not been collected into RSA G&L at the time the 
account request is generated. It also does not consider names in pending requests. 
 
How it works:  Create a naming policy for AD, go to Requests -> Configuration -> Naming Policies 
 

 
 
Also make sure you assign the correct business source(s) to the naming policy 

 

Setup account template 
After setting up the naming policy we need to make sure this is used by the account template. 
 
An	account	template	lets	you	specify	the	account	properties	you	want	included	in	an	account	that	is	created	for	a	
business	source	during	the	fulfillment	phase	of	a	change	request.	This	lets	the	business	source	technical	owner	
hide	most	of	the	account	implementation	details	from	the	requestor,	while	allowing	certain	business-related	
information	to	be	provided	by	the	requestor.	A	business	source	can	be	accessed	by	multiple	account	types.	For	
example,	an	administrator	account	providing	access	to	an	application	typically	includes	greater	privileges	to	the	
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business	source	than	does	a	basic	user	account.	Therefore,	an	account	template	designer	must	know	which	account	
parameters	to	include	in	different	template	types	to	fulfill	account	creation.	
 
How it works:  Create an account template for AD, go to Requests -> Configuration -> Account Templates 

 
 
There is no form assigned to this account template because the accounts will be automatically created on 
assigning of an authorization. 
 
After the creation of the account template you need to make sure the naming policy is assigned to this 
account template 

 
 
Next thing is to make sure the account template has a pending account parameter set for the name of the 
account and that this points to the naming policy. 
 

 
 
Select it after initial creation and select Add Parameter button 
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Add a Pending Account Parameter of Name with the variable ${User.User_id}.  In most customer environments we are 
collecting this from an HR system and guaranteed it is unique. 
How it works: This variable is used to identify the account during the account related tasks in the CR until the account is 
actually created in AD where the final account name will be shown in the CR 
 

Assign account template 
The last step is to make sure the account template is used whenever accounts are indirectly created. Meaning 
whenever an authorization is assigned to a user and that user doesn’t have an account in that system yet, RSA 
G&L will create the account for that user following the account template and naming policy. 
 
How it works:  Assign the account template to AD, go to Resources -> Directories -> AD -> Requests 

 
 
Edit Account Template Associations to assign the account template to AD. 
Edit Account Template Settings to set “Entitlements Require Account”, this will indirectly create the account 
whenever an authorization is assigned to a user that doesn’t have an account in AD yet. Also make sure you 
assign the account template to the “Rules Account Template” because in the JML recommended practices we 
use rules to automatically assign birthright roles.  
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Node 1 - Decision Node – Create Account? 

 
 
Add the Birthright Entitlements: 
How it works: Because at the directory level we have set the condition, “Entitlements Require Accounts” and the Rule 
has the condition that states when it sees a new user(s) give them the entitlement of an AD group, the workflow 
assigned to the directory fires and handles the account creation piece.  You will see the ‘add to group’ capability has also 
been automatically added to the CR. 
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Movers 

Use Case 1 - Manager wants to know who moved team (report) 
Details: When a new moves within the company, this is detected and shown to the managers when they login 
to the system 
 
How it works: A report has to be configured to check if there are movers over the last month. This report is 
then shown in a dashboard to the manager.  
 
Create a report based on the transfer_date attribute. Select tabular report, give it a name and select “custom” 
as type. On the next tab provide the following query: 
(select FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, DEPARTMENT, Title from avuser.pv_users where transfer_date between 
SYSDATE-30 AND SYSDATE and supervisor_id = :CurrentUserID) 
 
Next step is to setup a dashboard for managers so they can see who moved team: 
Create a new “welcome dashboard” called movers. Enable the dashboard and add a dashboard component. 
This should be a report component and now select the above created report. In order to make sure only 
managers see this welcome dashboard set the user constraints. Select the “Is_Manager” attribute and make 
sure it equals to TRUE. 
 

Use Case 2 - Previous Manager wants to know who has left their team 
Create a custom user attribute:  Data Type = Date. Data Source = Managed.  Call it “Transfer Date” 
Create a custom user attribute:  Data Type = User. Data Source = Managed. Call it “Previous Supervisor” 
Create a custom user attribute:  Data Type = User. Data Source = Collected. Call it “Current supervisor” 
Edit the Identity Data Collector to collect the value of supervisor twice: Map it once into the Supervisor field 
and once aliasing it as “Cur_Sup” into the Current Supervisor field just created. 
Create an Attribute change rule 
Set the Condition to whatever attribute(s) constitutes a transfer 
Set the actions to: Set the value of Previous Supervisor to the old value of Current Supervisor 
Set the value or Transfer Date to current date 
Run or schedule a report to run based on the transfer date and / or Previous Supervisor fields. 

Use Case 3 - Manager wants to temporarily allow old access to a user who is moving for knowledge transfer 
reasons 
Create	a	user	access	Review	for	Transfers	
Select	Supervisor	as	the	Reviewer	
On	the	States	Tab	check	the	box	to	allow	expiration	under	the	maintain	tab.			

This	allows	the	supervisor	to	select	a	date	on	the	calendar	granting	continued	access	to	a	previous	job’s	
entitlements	for	a	period	of	time	when	selecting	the	“Maintain”	button.	

Create	the	Transfer	rule	as	outlined	in	Use	Case	1	
Under	Actions:		select	Generate	User	review	for	involved	users	using	“Transfer	Review”	definition.	
Set	Triggered	to	Run	after	identity	unification	
 

Use Case 4 - The customer wants New and Previous supervisor to review when a user is transferred 
How it works: When the user identity collection meets the rule criteria it will fire and launch a user access review.  This 
prevents ‘stacked’ entitlements that are not needed in the User’s new role.  In the configuration below, the system will 
also set a Transfer date.  The customer can then use this date to filter reports, user screens, etc. 
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Create custom attributes 
 Admin>Attributes>User>Edit>Add Attribute 
Create a custom user attribute:  Data Type = Date. Data Source = Managed.  Call it “Transfer Date” 
Create a custom user attribute:  Data Type = User. Data Source = Managed. Call it “Previous Supervisor” 
Create a custom user attribute:  Data Type = User. Data Source = Collected. Call it “Current supervisor” 
Edit the Identity Data Collector to collect the value of supervisor twice: Map it once into the Supervisor field and once 
aliasing it as “Cur_Sup” into the Current Supervisor field just created. 

Create the Review 
Reviews > Definitions > Create Review Definition 
Type will be User Access 
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Enable the Rules Module 

Create a Rule Set called “Movers Rule Set” 
 Rules > Rule Sets > Create Rule Set 

Create an Attribute change rule 
Set the Condition to whatever attribute(s) constitutes a transfer 
Set the actions to:  

• Set	the	value	of	Previous	Supervisor	to	the	old	value	of	Current	Supervisor	
• Set	the	value	or	Transfer	Date	to	current	date	
• Generate	User	review	for	involved	users	using	“Transfer	Review”	definition	

 
Create an Attribute Change Rule Example 
Detects a user transfer when certain conditions are met.  

Rule Configuration: 
Conditions: 

• When	change	is	detected	for	existing	users	(Examples)		
o cost	center	changes	to	any	value,	or		
o job	code	to	any	value	or		
o title	to	any	value	or		
o Supervisor	to	any	value		

Note:		It	is	not	recommended	practice	to	use	Supervisor	alone	as	a	Supervisor	can	leave	company	or	
move	with	a	re-org.			
Better	if	Supervisor	AND	other	attribute	changes	together;	mark	ALL	instead	of	ANY	on	the	conditions	
dialog	box).	

  
        Actions:  

• Generate	a	review	(select	the	Employee	Transfer	review	you	created)		
• Update	managed	attribute	“Transfer	Date”	to	detection	date	
• Update	managed	attribute	“Previous	Supervisor”	to	old	value	of	“Current	Supervisor”	
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Leavers 

Use Case 1 - Manager wants to see who has not logged in for x days (report) 
Details: When a user isn’t using a system, a manager want to be able to act on that. The way this can be done 
is by looking at the last logon date for each system. Not all system will support this. 
 
How it works: A report has to be configured to check if there are users that have accounts that they haven’t 
been using for 90 days (this number can easily be changed)  
 
Create a report based on the last login date account attribute. Select tabular report, give it a name and select 
“custom” as type. On the next tab provide the following query: 
(select PVU.FIRST_NAME, PVU.LAST_NAME, PVU.DEPARTMENT, PVU.Title, VA.Account_Name, 
VA.Application_Name, VA.LAST_LOGIN_DATE  
from avuser.PV_USER_ACCOUNT_MAPPING PVUAM, avuser.V_AVR_ACCOUNTS VA, avuser.PV_USERS PVU, 
avuser.PV_ACCOUNT PVA 
where PVUAM.User_ID = PVU.ID 
and VA.Account_Name = PVA.NAME 
and PVUAM.Account_ID = PVA.ID 
and VA.LAST_LOGIN_DATE < SYSDATE-90) 
 
Next step is to setup a dashboard for managers so they can see what accounts aren’t used: 
Create a new “welcome dashboard” called idle accounts. Enable the dashboard and add a dashboard 
component. This should be a report component and now select the above created report. In order to make 
sure only managers see this welcome dashboard set the user constraints. Select the “Is_Manager” attribute 
and make sure it equals to TRUE. 
 

Use Case 2 - Manager wants to see when a user contract is expiring (report) 
Details: When a user is about to leave the company an end date is specified by HR, this is then read into G&L 
and used to inform managers 
 
How it works: A report has to be configured to check if there are users that will leave the company one month 
from now. This report is then shown in a dashboard to the manager.  
 
Create a report based on the end_date attribute. Select tabular report, give it a name and select “custom” as 
type. On the next tab provide the following query: 
(select FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, DEPARTMENT, Title from avuser.pv_users where end_date between 
SYSDATE+30 AND SYSDATE and supervisor_id = :CurrentUserID) 
 
Next step is to setup a dashboard for managers so they can see who is leaving their team: 
Create a new “welcome dashboard” called leavers. Enable the dashboard and add a dashboard component. 
This should be a report component and now select the above created report. In order to make sure only 
managers see this welcome dashboard set the user constraints. Select the “Is_Manager” attribute and make 
sure it equals to TRUE. 
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Use Case 3 - Previous Manager wants to review access for people who have left the team 
Create	a	user	access	Review	for	Transfers	
Select	Previous	Supervisor	as	the	Reviewers	
Create	the	Transfer	rule	as	outlined	in	Use	Case	1	
Under	Actions:		select	Generate	User	review	for	involved	users	using	“Transfer	Review”	definition.	
Set	Triggered	to	Run	after	identity	unification	
 

Use Case 4 - User (Admin / Manager) wants to know who has left the company 
Edit the Leavers or Terminated users report by adding this line to the query in the Query tab: 
tMEU.TERMINATION_DATE,  (include the comma) 
Save the report.  On the Columns tab add the new column.   
Filter by the Term Date attribute. 
This can be emailed by going to the Schedule and E-Mail tab and selecting the recipient. 
 

 
 

Use Case 5 - The customer wants to automatically disable the AD Account 
When a new user is terminated, the customer would like RSA IG&L to disable the Active Directory accounts 
automatically on the domain 
How	it	works:	When	a	user	is	no	longer	seen	in	the	Identity	collector,	OR	you’ve	set	the	Is_Terminated	attribute	
value	to	true	(1)	based	on	a	collected	field	in	the	Identity	Collector,	a	rule	will	fire	to	disable	the	account	
immediately.	
Example	of	the	collected	attribute	setting	IsTerminated	to	true	(1)	if	another	value	denoting	termination	is	
collected:	
	
If	your	query	in	the	Identity	Collector	is	something	like:	
 
EmploymentStatus,  
DECODE(EmploymentStatus, 'Terminated',1,0) IsTerminated 
 
Then	the	system	will	trigger	the	rule.	On	the	first	run	of	the	termination	rule	it	will	act	upon	all	terminated	users	
who	are	applicable	as	per	user	filter.	If	you	want	to	generate	changes	only	for	users	who	are	terminated	from	that	
run	onwards	then	appropriate	conditions	must	be	specified	for	first	run	to	filter	out	users	
 
Enable the rules module 

Create a Rule Set called “Leavers Rule Set” 

Create a Rule 
Rules > Definitions > Create Rule 
Select Provisioning – Termination type in the Leavers Rule Set 
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Remember to include ‘AFX’ in the name so that the correct workflows will be called 

Rule Configuration: 

 
 

Update AFX Connector  
Configure new capabilities: (Disable and Delete).  

o Enable the Disable an account and Delete an Account from an AD Server  
o Map the account name into the account mapping field.  
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When	the	criteria	is	met,	the	rule	fires,	a	change request (CR) is generated relating to the user for immediate disabling 
of the accounts 
 

 
The CR to disable the account immediately will be marked Completed 
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When Requirements Exceed Product Functionality 
If you have use cases that aren’t covered by out of the box JML functionality, you MUST review the details with Product 
Management, Engineering, and/or Professional Services. 
 
If there is a particular use case that is crucial for deal completion but can’t be solutioned out of the box, input and 
support from PM and Engineering is required to get the functionality built. 
 
If you’ve discovered a workaround to solution JML use cases to a particular target that is outside of the product, this 
needs to be reviewed with Professional Services to ensure they understand the proposed solution and sign-off that it’s 
something that can be deployed in production and supported by the organization going forward. 
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Appendix A: pre 7.0.2 configuration 
 

Naming Policy 
Because	the	Naming	Policy	functionality	does	not	work	outside	of	a	form	in	RSA	Identity	G&L	as	of	the	writing	of	
this	document,	we	are	passing	a	custom	attribute	from	the	workflow	into	the	Create	Account	Capability	Account	
Name	parameter.		In	the	workflow	we	are	assigning	it	to	the	variable:		AFXCUSTOM_CUSTOM_NAME.			
Here	in	the	connector,	custom	attributes	do	not	appear	in	the	drop	down	list	to	select	from.			
Custom	attributes	are	mapped	in	the	connector	by	typing	${Custom.<object>}	where	object	is	Name	or	Password	in	
the	screen	shot	below.	
	

	
	

Fulfillment workflow 
How it works (pre v7.0.2 version): We need to add SQL Select nodes to handle items that are not in our product 
today 

• The	naming	of	the	account,		
• checking	for	uniqueness	of	the	account	name	and		

  
At the date of the writing of this document our naming policy does not work outside of a form.   
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Node 2 – Generate AD Account 
The query below is used to create an account name per a common customers use case: 
Use 1st character of first name and last name up to 8 characters. 
Change the SQL below according to your customer’s requirements. 
The name is put into a variable called “ProposedsAMAccountName” 
 
SELECT  
 last_name, first_name, user_id,  
 lower(substr(substr(regexp_replace(first_name,'[^a-zA-Z0-9]',''),1,1) || regexp_replace(last_name,'[^a-zA-Z0-9\W]',''), 1,8)) 
as ProposedsAMAccountName, 
 FROM PV_USERS users 
WHERE  users.user_id='${access_request_cri_meu_userId}' 
 

Node 3 - Check for Existing Account 
The query below checks our own database to see if we’ve already collected an account from AD with that name to stack 
the deck in our favor that the account name will be unique.  There might be a rare occasion where you are onboarding 
more than one user with the same first initial, last name.  Example:  John Smith, James Smith in which case there may be 
a failure on the completion of the CR. 
 
SELECT COUNT(*) as exisitingAccountCount 
FROM PV_Account Acc 
WHERE  
    Acc.name like concat('${jobUserData_PROPOSEDSAMACCOUNTNAME}','%') 
    and (ADC_ID=-3  
         or ADC_ID = (Select ID from pv_account_collector where Name='AD Test ADC')) 

How it works:  The New Account template creates a temporary account with the output parameter we designated (e.g. 
UserId).  The ADC ID for that in the table is "-3" because it is a temporary account.  This changes to the actual ADC ID 
once verification completes. After the AD account name is generated per our naming node policies, the temp account 
name will change.   You will see the account name in the Change Request change from userid to jsmith and verification 
can then complete.  
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Node 4 - Generate Unique sAMAccountName 
Based on the results from the node above, this node will then use the proposedaccountname variable contents as the 
name or if it already exists, add a number to it depending on the count.  That value is now placed into 
AFXCUSTOM_CUSTOM_NAME variable.  
 
SELECT  
CASE  
    WHEN to_number('${jobUserData_EXISITINGACCOUNTCOUNT}') = to_number('0')  
         THEN '${jobUserData_PROPOSEDSAMACCOUNTNAME}'   
 ELSE  
      substr('${jobUserData_PROPOSEDSAMACCOUNTNAME}',1,7)  
      || '${jobUserData_EXISITINGACCOUNTCOUNT}' 
    END as AFXCUSTOM_CUSTOM_NAME 
FROM DUAL 
 
 


